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Aperçu

• Le harcèlement sexuel au travail : Dans quels cas 
le congédiement est-il justifié?

• Les jours de congé d’urgence personnelle (CUP) 
en vertu des modifications à la LNE : Accordez-
vous déjà un droit ou un avantage supérieur?

• Le cannabis en milieu de travail : Un handicap est-
il un laissez-passer permettant de fumer de 
l’herbe? 
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Les mesures disciplinaires 
pour le harcèlement sexuel 

au travail

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You’ve completed an investigation into a complaint of sexual harassment, and you’ve found that the complaint was substantiated: sexual harassment occurredYou may want to do things like revamp workplace rules and policies, re-train employees, etc.But what do you do with the harasser? They’ve been found to have engaged in harassment contrary to your workplace policy and the law, so consequences are needed. But, in determining what those consequences should be, you have to balance the EE’s rights to progressive discipline and a proportionate penalty vs. your need to keep your workplace safe from sexual harassment and deter similar behaviour from them and other EEs in the futureRecent win in Metro Rideau Store v. UNIFOR gives guidance re: what that balancing act looks like, and what arbitrators will say about disciplining for sexual harassment – what penalty will they uphold?
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Re Metro Rideau Store c. UNIFOR 
Local 414 (arbitre Baxter, 2018)

Faits :
• Un employé de 61 ans ayant huit ans de service et un dossier 

disciplinaire sans tache a été congédié pour harcèlement sexuel
• Sa collègue de travail a allégué qu’il :

• a fait irruption derrière elle dans la salle de dîner et l’a 
touchée de façon inappropriée

• l’a empêchée de passer dans un couloir et a tenté de lui 
parler le lendemain

• Le plaignant a dit qu’il avait fait irruption derrière sa collègue de 
travail mais ne l’avait pas touchée de façon inappropriée; qu’il 
n’avait pas tenté de l’empêcher de passer le lendemain
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Conclusions :
• Le plaignant s’est livré à du harcèlement sexuel en touchant sa 

collègue de travail sans invitation et d’une façon inappropriée
• Le congédiement n’était pas excessif
• Le harcèlement sexuel constitue « une inconduite flagrante des 

plus viles »; aussi grave que le vol
• « Le congédiement constitue à première vue la sanction 

appropriée, même dans le cas d’une première infraction »
• On ne pouvait pas faire d’exception à cette règle en l’espèce
• Le plaignant a nié à plusieurs reprises toute inconduite, a fait défaut d’admettre tout 

tort et a refusé de s’excuser

Re Metro Rideau Store c. UNIFOR 
Local 414 (arbitre Baxter, 2018)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Arbitrator Syd Baxter found, on the balance of probabilities, grievor did engage in sexual harassmentAn assessment of credibility favoured the victimRe: discharge penaltyGrievor’s rehabilitation potential limited
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Incidences concrètes :

• Même si une approche généralisée de « tolérance zéro » en 
matière de harcèlement sexuel ne serait pas défendable, le 
congédiement demeure possible

• Il faut tenir compte des facteurs aggravants et atténuants

• Le congédiement constitue un dernier recours lorsqu’il n’est 
pas raisonnablement possible qu’une sanction moindre 
protège les intérêts de l’employeur et procure une mesure 
corrective et une dissuasion suffisantes

Re Metro Rideau Store c. UNIFOR 
Local 414 (arbitre Baxter, 2018)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is no “one size fits all” solution when disciplining for sexual harassmentNot all incidents of sexual harassment are termination-worthy



CUP :
En quoi consiste un droit 

ou un avantage supérieur?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recall: As of January 1, 2018, Bill 148 amended the ESA to provide 2 paid and 8 unpaid PEL days to EEs, regardless of size of ERReasons for taking PEL:Personal illness/injury/medical emergencyDeath/illness/injury/medical emergency of defined individualsUrgent matter concerning defined individual Must ERs that already provided generous paid leave (e.g., sick leave, bereavement, etc.) also provide PEL under the ESA?ESA s. 5(2) states: “If one or more provisions in an employment contract or in another Act that directly relate to the same subject matter as an employment standard provide a greater benefit to an employee than the employment standard, the provision or provisions in the contract or Act apply and the employment standard does not apply.”
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USW, Local 2020 and Bristol 
Machine Works Ltd. (arbitre 
Mitchnick, 2018)

Faits :
• Les plaignants se sont déclarés malades à la suite de l’introduction du CUP avec 

solde le 1er janvier 2018

• L’employeur a refusé leurs demandes de CUP, affirmant que la convention 
collective prévoyait un avantage supérieur pour les employés malades :

• Des prestations d’invalidité de courte durée pendant 17 semaines
• Des prestations d’invalidité de longue durée indéfiniment
• Mais :

• délai de carence de sept jours
• 18 mois de service nécessaires pour les prestations d’ILD
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
April 4, 2018Facts:Immediately following the introduction of statutory paid PEL days on January 1, 2018, several unionized EEs called in sick, claiming PEL entitlementER denied EEs paid leave on the grounds that the CBA provided a greater benefit:While CBA didn’t provide for sick leave per se, it provided for:STD: 65% of wages for 17 wks. (max $700 per week)LTD: 65% of basic monthly earnings indefinitely (max $2,500 per month)***Note: 7 day waiting period in cases of illnessContrast: PEL is 2 days paid at 100%Union filed a group grievance alleging a violation of the ESA; particularly, that refusal to grant PEL during the 7-day waiting period violated ESA
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Conclusions :
• La convention collective accordait un avantage supérieur au CUP prévu 

par la LNE concernant la maladie personnelle

• Les plaignants n’ont pas droit à deux jours de CUP avec solde 
additionnels

• Approche privilégiée : comparer l’ensemble de l’avantage accordé par la 
convention collective et l’ensemble de l’avantage prévu par la LNE; éviter 
une approche « ligne par ligne »

• Le fait que le régime prévu par la convention collective ait un délai de 
carence et des restrictions en matière de durée du service « n’empêchait 
pas la grande supériorité du régime de protection du revenu de la 
convention collective »

USW, Local 2020 and Bristol 
Machine Works Ltd. (arbitre 
Mitchnick, 2018)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For there to be a “greater right or benefit”, the collective agreement benefit must directly relate to the same benefit as provided by the ESAUnion had asked arbitrator to take the approach of comparing EE income protection entitlements from 1st 2 days of illness in a year vs. the PEL entitlement for the same time frameArbitrator Mitchnick rejected the Union’s approachPreferred approach: Weigh “totality of benefits” provided by the CBA in the event of personal illness vs. the ESA’s PEL entitlementsER’s STD/LTD plan a greater right or benefit than ESA PEL provision as it relates to personal illness, such that EEs not entitled to an additional 2 paid PEL days:“When these two levels of income protection for sickness are placed in the pans of the metaphorical scale […] the comparison […] is not close.” (para. 14)The CBA-provided plan was “manifestly better than the minimal pay protection provided to all employees” under the ESA (para. 14)Fact that CBA plan had a 7-day waiting period and that LTD didn’t kick in until 18 mos. of service didn’t “negate the vast superiority of the collective agreement’s Income-protection plan over the [ESA].” (para. 14)Arbitrator followed pre-Bill 148 case lawFull relevant excerpt:14      The Union, in its primary argument, asks me to limit myself to a comparison of what compensation-protection an employee is entitled to under the statute for the first two days of illness in a year, as opposed to what protection in a similar circumstance is provided under the parties' collective agreement (being, in the case of "illness" as opposed to "accident", none). But that mode of argument seems to me to be exactly the kind of "line against line" comparison that the Divisional Court, in the seminal Queen's case in particular, ruled firmly against. Rather, as the cases since Queen's have repeatedly made clear, the correct comparison to make is with "the totality" of the benefit in question as it exists under the collective agreement versus the totality of the benefit as provided by the Act. And in that regard the Act's section 5(2), as aptly captured by Arbitrator Brown in the Hartmann case, supra, both limits and extends the comparison to "one or more provisions in an employment contract... "that directly relate to the same subject matter as an employment standard". I consider that directive to focus on substance rather than form, and in that regard note that what the standard in question is dealing with is "a personal illness, injury or medical emergency". More specifically, the extent to which income protection is provided along with personal leave for illness is, on the claim put forward here, the critical part of the comparison between the totality of the benefit provided by the statute, and the totality of the benefit provided by the collective agreement. As for the statute, what it provides on that issue is two days of leave with pay, period. The Plan under the collective agreement, on the other hand, paid for fully by the employer, provides up to 17 weeks of Sickness and Accident Insurance, at 65% of earnings ($700 weekly maximum), followed by an unlimited period of Long-term Disability Insurance, again at 65% of earnings ($2500 monthly maximum). When these two levels of income protection for sickness are placed in the pans of the metaphorical scale described by Mr. Justice White, the comparison, I consider apparent, is not close. The Plan negotiated by the Steelworkers', as one might expect, is manifestly better than the minimal pay protection provided to all employees, represented or otherwise, under the terms of the Employment Standards Act. I find this to be true notwithstanding the waiting period of seven days (for illness, as opposed to accidental injury) under the short-term Sickness Plan, and the eighteen-month service period applicable to the more extensive coverage provided to employees under the Long-term Plan. Neither of those, in my view, are of such an unreasonable length as to negate the vast superiority of the collective agreement's Income-protection Plan over the Act. As would be expected, claims under both the short and long-term insurance plan, the Union notes as well, are subject to review or "adjudication" by the Insurer, whereas the two days of paid leave under the Act are available without the employer being allowed to require substantiation by a "qualified medical practitioner", as defined. That difference, it seems to me however, is a reflection of the dramatic difference in the extent of the two benefits, and again falls short of advancing the two days of paid leave under the Employment Standards Act to a position of superiority over the extensive Plan provided by the collective agreement. The protection under either vehicle is obviously intended for those who are legitimately unable to attend work because of illness, and in that context one would not anticipate the requirement for medical evidence of the disability under the agreement's more extensive Plan to be an overly demanding one. 15      The claim by the Union that employees here having the benefit of the Income-protection Plan provided by the instant collective agreement are entitled as well to the two days of paid leave provided as a minimum by the Employment Standards Act is accordingly rejected. Section 5(2) of the Act, as the employer submits, operates to preclude that. 16      What does need to be considered, however, is the fact that, as Mr. Scott points out and the company acknowledges, the provisions of the collective agreement's Income-protection Plan, under the terms of this agreement, have no application whatever to employees until they have completed the probationary period of 60 days worked and acquire seniority. This, to me, is the more difficult question to be answered here. On the one hand there is the decision in Johnston Controls, for example, which did not find it unreasonable, as part of the comparison, to consider the "future" level of benefits for employees participating in the agreement's Vacation Plan, even though those benefits were not available immediately to the class of employees there asserting a claim for the statutory minimum. There were, however, other aspects of the collective agreement's Plan that the Court noted expressly were of benefit even to these employees, in the absence of which the Court indicated it "would be strongly inclined to favour the Union position". In that light I consider it a material distinction that the Plan provided here does not apply at all to employees unless and until they emerge from the tentative status of a probationer, and I find myself in agreement with Arbitrator Brent when she stated in Siemens, as noted earlier, that  I can find nothing in the authorities cited to me which would preclude me from looking at the situation as it relates to employees without seniority as a separate category when comparing the benefits of the ESA and the collective agreement to determine if a greater benefit is generated by the collective agreement. While it may seem anomalous for employees with less than sixty working days of service to be entitled to a benefit that the longer-service employees are not, it must be borne in mind that, like many of the unrepresented employees in the province's workplaces, that is all that they get. On balance, therefore, I conclude that, for the purposes of this "minimum" level of protection now contemplated by the Act, these "probationary" employees are more properly compared to the rights of "non-Union" employees than they are to those of the employees in fact covered by the provisions of the instant collective agreement's Indemnity Plan. Or to state it differently, I am not persuaded that the employer is entitled to put up as a Plan that over-rides the minimum protections of the Act one that has no application whatever to a class of employees who are not yet able to participate in it; and, it may be added parenthetically, with no security of employment to suggest that it is anything more than a matter of time until they will be.Note: arbitrator not asked to consider whether greater benefit provided in respect of any cases other than personal illness (at para. 15):	[…] the present case deals solely with the question of income protection in the event of a disability, and the comparison of the 	section 50 benefit with the corresponding provisions of the collective agreement has been limited to that. I make no comment on 	the employer’s argument with respect to a comparison of “bereavement” leave provisions, for example (as was the subject of 	the Sobey’s case referred to at the hearing), or the discretionary granting of “leaves” under the instant collective agreement in 	general. Those are issues for another time (and hopefully place). 
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Incidences concrètes :

• La détermination de la question de savoir si une convention 
collective procure un avantage supérieur à la LNE nécessite 
l’examen de l’ensemble des avantages offerts

• Un avantage accordé par une convention collective peut être 
supérieur, même si un sous-groupe d’employés (p. ex., les 
employés en probation) obtient un avantage inférieur au minimum 
prévu par la LNE

USW, Local 2020 and Bristol 
Machine Works Ltd. (arbitre 
Mitchnick, 2018)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of the fact that EEs who had not completed the 60-day probationary period did not have access to any income protection under the CBA, the arbitrator found that the proper approach was to consider probationary EEs separately – in respect of them, the CBA did not provide a greater benefit, so the grievance was upheld in respect of them (such that, in the event of personal illness, probationary EEs could access PEL under the ESA)
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Carillion Services Inc. and LIUNA, 
Local 183 (arbitre Rogers, 2018)

Faits :
• Les plaignants avaient droit à trois jours de congé variables par 

année, à utiliser :
• par les employés, à leur discrétion, et
• par l’employeur, lorsqu’un employé manque à l’appel

• L’année de référence pour les jours de congé variables allait du 
1er juillet au 30 juin

• Les plaignants ont utilisé les trois jours de congé variables en 2017 
et ont réclamé un CUP avec solde après son introduction en 
janvier 2018

• L’employeur a refusé et le syndicat a déposé un grief
12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
May 25, 2018Facts:Grievors entitled under CBA to three paid floater days, to be taken at EE’s discretion (w/ER permission)EEs also “charged” with floater days (i.e., days drawn down) if EE failed to report to work w/o justificationEntitlement year ran July 1 to June 30One grievor took all three floaters in 2017. When she became sick in January 2018, she requested a PEL day and was denied – ER argued 3 floaters to be used at EE discretion were a greater benefit than 2 paid PEL daysOther grievor took two floaters in 2017 (i.e., one still in bank). She also became sick in January 2018 and requested a paid PEL day under the ESA (i.e., so as not to use her remaining floater). ER denied request, again arguing greater benefit.
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Conclusions :
• Le droit au CUP prévu par la LNE s’ajoutait aux trois jours de 

congé variables accordés par la convention collective
• L’arbitre estimait que les jours de congé variables et le CUP 

étaient trop différents :
• Fins différentes
• Années de référence différentes
• Aucune obligation pour les employés de mettre de côté 

les jours de congé variables afin de les utiliser en 
remplacement des jours de CUP

Carillion Services Inc. and LIUNA, 
Local 183 (arbitre Rogers, 2018)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ER argued floaters were a “like benefit” to PEL because both floaters and PEL apply when an EE has “unexpected circumstances” (para. 7)Arbitrator disagreed: 3 paid floater days not a greater right or benefit than 2 paid PEL days:CBA floaters too dissimilar to PEL – e.g., included in holiday section, rather than leave sectionPEL renewed every January, while floaters didn’t renew until July 1EEs had discretion to decide how floaters used – didn’t need to be saved for cases of personal illness or urgent matter per ESA PELFinding consistent with pre-Bill 148 case lawDistinguished Bristol Works on the basis that Arb. Mitchnick found the CBA income protection plan in Bristol ”manifestly better” than the ESA’s PEL (para. 14)Key excerpts:32      In these circumstances, it is my view that while clause 17.01(c] creates a relationship between the contractual floater days and personal emergency leave, the link is weak and, at most, a conditional or contingent one. Arbitrator Burkett noted that in the balancing process one must take into account the characteristics of the contractual benefit with the result that restrictions or limitations compared to the employment standard might lead one to “assign [the contractual benefit] a lesser weight on the ‘metaphysical scale’”. The weight that one might attach to these floater days for the purposes of sections 5 and 50 of the ESA is negligible given that the collective agreement affords the employee - and not the Employer - the discretion to determine the purpose for which a floater day is to be used. The employee has the right to determine that a floater day will not be spent to respond to a circumstance in which the ESA would provide for personal emergency leave under section 50. 34 …. the contractual benefit to be placed on the scale would have the characteristic of being funded by the employee whereas the statutory benefit is available at no expense to the employee. Looked at from that perspective, the statutory benefit tips the “metaphysical scale”: it cannot be said that the elements of the collective agreement presented by the Agreed Facts “provide a greater benefit to an employee than the employment standard”. To the contrary, absent a negotiated requirement that the floater days be reserved for the purposes of providing the equivalent of three personal emergency leave days with pay - in which case the floater days would lose all value as “holidays” - they cannot be withheld or applied by the Employer as the means by which its obligations to provide paid leave under subsections 50(5) and (8) are to be satisfied.
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Incidences concrètes :

• Les arbitres résisteront à toute tentative par l’employeur de 
soutenir que des employés n’ont pas droit à un CUP avec 
solde

• Afin de démontrer que le droit accordé par la convention 
collective est un avantage supérieur au CUP prévu par la 
LNE, il faut vérifier que les congés comparés ont la même fin 
et visent la même période

• Il faut toujours comparer ce qui est comparable

Carillion Services Inc. and LIUNA, 
Local 183 (arbitre Rogers, 2018)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Arbitrators will bend over backwards to avoid finding that EEs are not entitled to PEL – they will do anything to find that a CBA entitlement is not a greater right or benefit than PEL under the ESATo determine whether you provide a greater benefit, consider:# of leave days given;  whether with or without pay; purposes for which leave can be taken; andeligibility criteria for leaveSee also MOL Guide:Personal emergency leave and contracts that provide paid sick or bereavement leaveIf an employment contract, including a collective agreement, provides a greater right or benefit than the personal emergency leave standard under the Employment Standards Act (ESA), then the terms of the contract apply instead of the standard.If the contract does not provide a greater right or benefit, then the personal emergency leave standard in the ESA applies to the employee.Example:A contract only provides three paid personal sick days and three paid bereavement leave days per year. It does not include job-protected time off for any other reason. This contract does not provide a greater right or benefit than the personal emergency leave provisions. This means that the employee is entitled to 10 days of job protected personal emergency leave per calendar year.There is nothing in the ESA that would prohibit an employer from subtracting any personal emergency leave (PEL) days that are taken from the paid days under the contract. For example, if the employee takes three days of PEL for personal illness in a calendar year, the ESA does not prohibit the employer from counting those days against both the employment contract entitlements and against the employee’s PEL entitlement. While this is not prohibited under the ESA, an employment contract may address whether any PEL days count against any contractual leave entitlements.On the other hand, if an employer offers a benefit plan for sick days, bereavement days, or for any other event that any leave under the ESA can be taken, and the employee chooses to claim benefits under the plan, the employee has in effect designated the absence as a day of statutory leave and it will reduce the employee’s ESA entitlement. For example, if an employer offers three paid bereavement days under a benefits plan and the employee is absent three days because of the death of a parent and claims benefits under the plan, the employee is considered to have used three of their PEL days.
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• Corporation of the Town of Oakville c. Oakville Professional Fire 
Fighters Association, Local 1582 (arbitre Stout, 9 septembre 2018)

• Le plaignant s’est fait refuser un CUP parce qu’il a fait défaut de 
fournir des motifs adéquats ou une preuve à l’appui

• United Steel, Paper And Forestry, Rubber, Manufacturing, Energy, 
Allied Industrial and Services Workers International Union, Local 
9235 c. St. Marys Cement (arbitre Nyman, 14 septembre 2018)

• Aucun avantage supérieur, car la convention collective procurait 
davantage de congés avec solde […] pouvant être utilisés moins 
fréquemment et plus rarement que le CUP

Nouveautés du mois
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Town of Oakville and OPFFA – Stout – September 9, 2018 Policy and individual grievance.Individual Grievance:Grievor requested PEL for May 13, 2018.Grievor didn’t have lieu shifts available, so was granted an unpaid PEL day, but required by Chief to provide documentation in support of need for leave.Grievor responded (at para. 13): “According to Liberal legislation, we are not required to give documentation or reason as it’s a personal day and confidential and I do not wish to discuss my personal matters with anyone in the city.”No reason or documentation provided, other than “I had a family matter to attend to”.No paid leave provided, so Association grieved.Town argued: 1) grievor failed to prove entitlement and 2) alternatively, grievor had already rec’d 2 paid lieu days to tend to matters covered under PEL (lieu days being a greater right or benefit than PEL).Grievance dismissed.Grievor not entitled to a paid PEL day for at the following reasons:1. He failed to provide adequate reasons.2. He failed to provide any reasonable evidence in support of his request.41 […] In my view, reading the provisions in their entire context and harmoniously with the scheme of the ESA, employees who wish to take a PEL are required to advise an employer of the nature of the request and provide reasonable evidence. The Grievor in this case did not meet the ESA requirements. Instead, he was deliberately obtuse in his request for PEL.3. The Grievor had already taken more than 2 paid days off for sickness and bereavement.Policy Grievance:Issue: are lieu days under the CBA a greater right or benefit than PEL? Do they relate to the same subject matter as PEL, such that they form part of the “apples to apples” balancing?Policy grievance partially allowed:Citing Queen’s University (at para. 24): “A proper comparison…involves the placing in one pan of a metaphorical scale the minimum standard set out in [the ESA] and placing in the other pan the totality or rights or benefits or lesser hours of work provided for in the [CBA]”.Must compare all of the elements of the statutory standard with a “package” comprised of all of the CBA provisions dealing with the same subject matter – apples to apples (para. 26-27)Two-step approach:29. In my view, given the differences in the nature of the ESA (individual benefits) and a collective agreement (collective benefits), the analysis must first be on a global basis between the collective agreement and the ESA standard. Then the analysis must examine the individual’s entitlement to determine whether or not the collective agreement provides a greater benefit to the individual employee.[…]35. I agree that a float holiday is not directly related to emergency leave under the ESA. The purposes of the two entitlements are different and distinct. In fact, the ESA treats holidays distinctly different from entitlement to PEL. In this case, the lieu days provided in the Collective Agreement are provided for under the heading “Designated Holidays” and the leave is granted “in lieu of statutory and declared holidays”. In my view, based on the language of the Collective Agreement, I find that the purpose of the lieu days is different from the ESA PEL provisions. The lieu days under this Collective Agreement are granted in lieu of statutory and declared holidays and are not provided for any of the reasons provided under the ESA PEL provisions. Certainly, an employee is free to take a lieu day for reasons related to PEL, but that is not the purpose agreed upon by the parties. I agree with Arbitrator Jesin, in Abitibi, supra, that employees ought not be forced to reduce their holiday entitlement in order to receive emergency leave.Town cannot set off or require employees to take lieu days when they request a PEL day.St. Marys Cement and USW – Nyman – September 14, 2018Issue: whether EEs are entitled to 2 paid PEL daysER took position EEs are entitled to 10 PEL days, but all 10 are unpaid, as CBA provides a greater right or benefit which displaces entitlement to 2 paid daysArbitrator found EEs entitled to 2 paid PEL days Again citing Queen’s University, arbitrator reviewed the leave provisions under the CA – proper analysis required comparison of the total benefits in question under the ESA with the total benefits wrt the same subject matter under the CBADistinguishes Bristol Machine as relating only to the issue of whether EEs could claim PEL for personal illness:53. While it may be argued that Bristol Machine, supra, supports the proposition that an employment standard may be subdivided for the purpose of comparison with a collective agreement benefit, I do not read the decision as going that far […]54. Moreover, the specific issue that was referred to the arbitrator, and that was argued before him, was the extent to which employees could claim sick benefits under the collective agreement and the Act. When the parties to a collective agreement refer a specific question to an arbitrator and argue their case in the context of that question alone, it is not uncommon for the decision to address only that issue […]The totality of the ESA benefit must still be weighed against the totality of benefits under the CBA that directly relate to the same subject matter:64. The weighing of these two pans on the scale is not easy. They are both significant in their own right. The benefits provided under the Collective Agreement offer significant wage indemnification, primarily limited to the situation where an employee suffers a long-term disability. The Collective Agreement may also provide a greater paid leave in the event of the death of a relative, or the death of more than one relative in a year, than provided for under the Act. 65. On the other hand, the reasons for which a Personal Emergency Leave day may be claimed that do not relate to the death of a relative or a lengthy disability suffered by the employee are significant. For example, an employee is quite likely to require a short-term absence to attend to the illness or injury of their children, their elderly parents or their spouse several times over the course of their employment, if not the course of a year. When one considers the breadth of “urgent matters” that may affect these individuals, it becomes apparent that the scope of the employment standard is extremely wide. While it is important to consider the length of the benefit provided (i.e. the long-term personal disability benefits provided under the collective agreement) it is equally important to consider the extent to which the benefits in question may in fact be accessed. 66. In any given year, most employees will not require weekly indemnity and even fewer will claim long-term disability. Fortunately, bereavement leave will only be required once in a lifetime for each of an employee’s relatives. Even more fortunately, other than grandparents, parents and parents-in-law, bereavement leave will not be required for most, if not all, of the other relatives listed in Article 11.01. 67. Conversely, it is almost certain that in a given year an employee will have to miss work for a day or two to attend to his or her own short-term illness (such as the flu) or more likely the illness, injury or urgent matter of their children, parents, spouse and other relatives […]68. The relative weighting of employment standards versus collective agreement benefits is not an easy task. This difficulty is equally present in this case. Having said this, on the whole, when the breadth of the employment standard and the frequency with which it may be claimed are weighed against the narrower Collective Agreement benefits that may never be required, I conclude that the Collective Agreement does not provide a greater right or benefit than the two days of paid Personal Emergency Leave provided for in section 50 of the Act. 



Le cannabis, le handicap et 
le milieu de travail

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“But I have a doctor’s note!”; and “It’s legal now!”Just in time for cannabis legalization this Fall, the following case demonstrates that termination for using marijuana in the workplace – even when it is prescribed – will still be possible
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Aitchison c. L & L Painting and 
Decorating Ltd., 2018 HRTO 238 

Faits :
• Un peintre saisonnier de tours d’habitation avait une 

prescription lui permettant de fumer du cannabis à des fins 
médicales pour des douleurs chroniques

• L’employeur avait une politique de tolérance zéro en matière 
de drogue

• L’employé a été congédié pour avoir fumé du cannabis au 
travail […] seul, sur un échafaudage volant, 37 étages au-
dessus du sol
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ER was a commercial contractor involved with the restoration of high-rise buildingsEE had been a painter for four seasons, 2013-2015ER had zero tolerance alcohol and drug policy, of which EE was awareEE had a prescription for medical cannabis for chronic pain due to degenerative disc disease, but never brought prescription to ER’s attention EE smoked cannabis during his breaks at workSupervisor observed EE alone, untethered, not wearing hard hat, and smoking cannabis on swing stage 37 floors upEE alleged he had a right to smoke medical cannabis because he had a prescription, and that supervisor was aware of and condoned him smoking cannabis at work by entering into an agreement with him that he could smoke on the swing stage (since EE didn’t have time to go down to smoke and get back up again during break times)Supervisor denied thisEE was terminated in accordance with zero tolerance policy, as well as OHS and public safety concerns, and fact that company policy prohibited EEs from being alone on swing stagesBrought Application to HRTO alleging discrimination with respect to disability (degenerative disc disease)
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Conclusions :
• Demande rejetée
• La consommation de marijuana à des fins médicales 

contrevenait à la politique de tolérance zéro de l’employeur
• Le congédiement n’était pas discriminatoire

• L’employé avait un handicap, mais n’avait pas sollicité 
d’accommodement

• L’employeur n’était pas tenu d’examiner 
l’accommodement après que l’employé eût déjà fourni 
des motifs pour son propre congédiement
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Aitchison c. L & L Painting and 
Decorating Ltd., 2018 HRTO 238 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EE established that he had a disabilityNo evidence to suggest he had an addiction, howeverAfter assessment of credibility, HRTO found EE’s evidence unreliableHRTO found there was no evidence that the EE had requested accommodation with respect to his cannabis use – “it is difficult to conclude that the respondent failed to accommodate a request that was never made” (para. 156)HRTO found EE’s claim that he and his supervisor had an agreement that he could smoke on the swing stage by himself was unreasonable – no corroborating evidence to suggest supervisor or owner were aware of EE smoking prior to incident that led to termination; such an agreement would, in any case, have flown “in the face of the health and safety protocols that were in place”.EE had already committed a serious OHS breach that was in violation of the zero tolerance policy before ER was ever made aware of any accommodation needs.“The respondent was under no obligation to consider whether it could reasonably accommodate the applicant after the fact, that is, after he provided the grounds for his own termination.” (para. 160)Even if ER had been made aware of EE’s chronic pain disability and had been approached by EE seeking accommodation with respect to the zero tolerance policy, the Tribunal would not have found that the EE’s preference for self-medicating at work was part of any reasonable accommodation: ER not obliged to accommodate preferences if those would amount to an undue hardship, or fell short of a reasonable alternative accommodationThe Tribunal also found that the ER’s zero tolerance policy was a BFOR and was not discriminatory:It was reasonably necessary to protect OHS and public safety, especially given safety sensitive nature of workER applied policy by taking into acct individual circumstances, rather than employing a mechanical applicationPolicy had sufficient built-in flexibility, and avoided termination as an automatic penaltyPolicy did not stigmatize marijuana because of its history of illegality; focused only on intoxicating impact of the drugApplication dismissed
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Incidences concrètes :
• Il n’existe aucun « droit absolu de fumer de la marijuana au travail, 

que ce soit ou non à des fins médicales »
• Les employeurs conservent le droit de gérer leur milieu de travail et 

veiller à la santé et à la sécurité au travail
• Une politique de tolérance zéro pour la consommation d’alcool et 

de drogue peut être utilisée à l’appui d’un congédiement, 
particulièrement dans les cas où il y a des préoccupations en 
matière de santé et de sécurité

• Comme d’habitude, cependant, tenez compte de la situation de chacun, 
soyez souple et appliquez l’obligation d’accommodement

Aitchison c. L & L Painting and 
Decorating Ltd., 2018 HRTO 238 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
No absolute right to smoke cannabis at work, even if it is prescribed (para. 165)Note that, in this case, the doctor who had prescribed the cannabis did not discuss with the EE whether he could/should use it at work, and did not understand the EE’s job – he testified that the thought the EE was an interior house painter, not someone who worked outside buildings, dozens of storeys above the groundAs with any medical accommodation, before permitting EEs to use and/or potentially be impaired by medical cannabis at work, confirm any limitations and restrictions, including safety concerns, with the doctor, and make sure the prescribing doctor is provided with a copy of the EE’s job description To attempt to ensure enforceability of a zero tolerance policy for alcohol and drugs, make sure of the following:ER has legitimate OHS concerns make the policy reasonably necessaryHave EEs sign the policy at hire, and yearly thereafterProvide training if necessaryEnsure that termination is not automatic – build in consideration of individual circumstances, the need for accommodation, and how addiction/dependence will be addressed
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